FROM OUR CUSTOMERS:

“ALLDATA Collision is a great tool and it is necessary for operating our business. Our estimators use it often and it absolutely makes us more efficient. Without it, I believe we would be at a competitive disadvantage.”

Brett Bailey, A & B CARSTAR of Riverside, Kansas City, Missouri

“It helps with our efficiencies. It saves time and money. We don’t have to take cars to a dealer and the information we need is readily available. ALLDATA’s tech support is great.”

Dean Fisher, CARSTAR Yorkville, Yorkville, Illinois

The Most Complete Source of OE Collision Information

Created by long-time industry professionals, ALLDATA Collision® is the most complete single source of manufacturers’ collision repair information for more than 33,000 engine-specific vehicles from model year 2000 to present. ALLDATA Collision includes OE procedures such as sectioning and structural repairs, handling of new materials, and panel removal and replacement.

ALLDATA, the OE repair information experts, designed ALLDATA Collision to meet the challenges of collision repair for today’s technologically advanced vehicles. From diagnostics to structural procedures, the depth of information in ALLDATA Collision is unmatched in the collision industry.

ALLDATA Collision can be enhanced with Estimate Integration which allows an estimator to get instant repair information at the time of the repair plan. Also available to collision shops is our suite of marketing tools, ALLDATA Market®.

www.alldata.com/collision
800-697-2533
Features Driven by the Collision Industry

ALLDATA Collision includes information for more than 33,000 engine-specific vehicles in 13 million articles. All mechanical procedures from ALLDATA Repair are also included. Specifically, ALLDATA Collision includes the following:

**Body and Frame**
- Sectioning and structural procedures

**New construction materials**
- High-strength steels, aluminum, new plastics, etc.

**Full mechanical procedures**
- Drivetrain, suspension, steering systems, parts and labor and more
- Full diagnostic procedures by specific DTC code

**Evolving Technologies**
- Hybrids, electronic systems, supplemental restraint systems (SRS), and more
- Panel removal and replacement

**Electronic systems**
- Reset and reprogramming procedures

ALLDATA Collision S3500 includes these features to help you boost your productivity:

**Advanced, Easy Search**
- Type any keyword and all relevant information displays instantly filter searches by information type.

**Multiple Articles**
- Access multiple articles and diagrams simultaneously.

**YMME Lookup**
- Quickly select the vehicle you need by Year, Make, Model and Engine

**Easy zoom and print capabilities**
- Zoom and print only the sections that are relevant